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Relationship Astrology

Ancient and Modern
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Topics

Context of Relationship Analysis
History of Relationship Analysis
Natal Relationship Analysis
Horary Relationships Analysis
Relationship Events & Electionals
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Context of Relationship Analysis

Astrology must work within the relationship 
definitions of a particular time and society.

Accordingly, no rules are absolute.
Thus, one has to understand past 

sociological conditions so one can 
reinterpret astrological rules.
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In Ptolemy and Valen's time...

Roman law specified that marriage and 
divorce were personal matters, not affairs 
of the state.

The purpose of Roman marriage was 
procreation and legitimate offspring

Prostitutes and sometimes slaves were not 
permitted to marry

Concubinage was an extra-legal consensual 
sexual relationship
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In Bonatti's Time...

The Christian Church listed marriage as a 
sacrament, but followed local laws and 
customs regarding its arrangements

The Christian Church banned divorce, but 
allowed annulment through the 
dispensation of a bishop

The woman took her husband's name
Priests did not officiate
Concubinage was banned 6 / 59 

In Lilly's Time...

An officiating priest was required after the 
Council of Trent in the 16th century

The Protestant Reformation began to require 
the state registration of marriages.
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And throughout these Eras...

Women seldom had any property rights at all 
and were legally treated as minors, under 
the care of fathers, brothers, or husbands.

Thus, it was difficult for a woman to live 
independently.

Marriage was predominantly seen as an 
arrangement for family ties first, legitimate 
children second, and only then for 
companionship.
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Conclusions

In a world of arranged marriages, chart 
analysis that emphasizes affection has little 
place.

Points of Interest:
Longevity of the match
Faithfulness of the partners
Fertility
Likelihood of heirs reaching maturity
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Conclusions

In the ancient world, while concubinage and 
adultery were mentioned, the only valued 
heterosexual relationship was marriage

Friendships and mentoring were also 
mentioned in astrological sources

Thus, we have no other traditional models for 
other more amorphous types of 
relationships.
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History of Relationship Analysis
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The Hellenistic Era

Relationship analysis begins with the natal 
chart.

Valens & Ptolemy: marriage is the 7th house
This is completely comprehensible because 

marriage was/is a contract
Valens also delineates the wife from Venus
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Hellenistic Lots of Marriage

Marriage of Men D/N
Marriage of Men D/N
Marriage of Men reverse D/N
Marriage of Women D/N
Marriage of Women D/N
Marriage of Women reverse D/N
Marriage of Women reverse D/N

Asc+Ve-Sa Paulus
Asc+Ve-Su Valens
Asc+Ve-Sa Dorotheus, Maternus
Asc+Sa-Ve Paulus
Asc+Ma-Mo Valens
Asc+Sa-Ve Dorotheus, Maternus
Asc+Ve-Ma Maternus

Two ideas here:
1. Reverse by sect
2. Reverse by gender
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Description of Marriage

Valens (c. 160 CE) defines promiscuity as 
occurring if Venus is aspected by Mars and 
Mercury.*

Ptolemy notes that the Moon in the Eastern 
quadrants gives early marriage or to a 
younger woman; the reverse in the 
Western quadrants. Moon in a mutable sign 
gives multiple marriages: use the Sun in 
the same way for women.

* Valens, Anthology  Book II (concl.) And Book III, 1. Ptolemy gives this same 
combination incest.
** Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, IV.5
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Hellenistic Chart Comparison

Ptolemy states that successful marriages 
occur when the luminaries of the two charts 
are in sextile or trine to each other, and 
especially with reception.

Divorce occurs with the luminaries in hard 
aspect or disjunct.*

* Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, IV.5 16 / 59 

Multiple Interpretations of Venus 

Dorotheus highlights the Triplicity rulers of 
Venus.

A successful marriage occurs If the Triplicity 
rulers are conjunct or trine Venus, and 
angular

Succedent is also good as long as all are 
Direct.

A corrupted Venus produces a corrupted 
marriage.

* Dorotheus of Sidon, Carmen Astrologicum, p 197.
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Group Exercise #1

You have a handout with 24 charts of famous 
people, with known marriage, relationship, 
or sexual proclivities.

Examine several of these charts using the 
various Hellenistic rules for marriage and 
discuss whether these rules seem useful or 
not.
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The Arabic Period

The Arabic authors continue the process of 
using the 7th house for marriage, and the 
position of Venus to show the wife.

Mars in the 7th is disruptive of a harmonious 
marriage

As there were already rules for multiples 
marriages, the Islamic allowance for 
multiple wives did not impact interpretation.
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The Medieval Latin Period

Christianity retained monogamous marriage, 
and reduced concubinage to an unofficial 
status for the pleasure of noblemen

Apart from Bonatti's penchant for spelling out 
rules in detail, little changed in the 
delineation.

These general ideas were maintained 
throughout the classical period.
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The 19th Century

While there is a whole history of 
contraception, but the 18th century, many of 
the upper classes were practicing family 
planning.

With the beginning of the separation of sex 
and childbearing, more occult, avant 
guarde, and artistic circles were free to 
consider and begin to practice non-
traditional relationships. 
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The 20th Century

Family planning results in radically different 
family structure

Marriage ceases to be the predominant 
structure as divorce rates soar and many 
people opt out of marriage

Multiple lifestyles provide diversity in ways 
never imagined
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20th Century Astrological Reaction

Downgraded considerations of whether the 
Native would marry

Downgraded considerations of the nativity for 
showing issues relating to marriage

Development of composite and relationship 
charts to give the relationship a separate 
entity

Continuation of synastry, horary, and 
electional
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A Practicum Interlude
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How are Planets afflicted?

By malefics
By fixed star
By speed
By combustion
By essential debility
By cadency
Miscellanous
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Relationship Afflictions

Malefics in the 7th house
7th house Ruler afflicted
Planets in the 7th house afflicted
Afflictions to the 7th house Cusp
Afflictions between 5th and 7th Houses
Affliction by Event
Power Differences between the partners
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Afflictions between 5th and 7th 
Houses

Hard aspect between 5th and 7th house 
Rulers

Dissonance between 5th and 7th house 
Ruler's priorities

Absence of Reception between 5th and 7th 
house Rulers

Hard aspects between planets in 5th and 7th 
Houses
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Conclusion

Almost everyone has afflictions.
Overcoming afflictions requires constant 

conscious learning – and choices.
Timing can make a situation easier – or next 

to impossible.
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Relationship in Solar Returns
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Gadbury's Rules #1

“1. When the Lord of the Ascendant shall be in conjunction with the 
Lord of the seventh, in the seventh, fifth, or eleventh houses, the 
Native (if capable) may marry in that year. In sextile or trine from 
good Houses, the same. Good houses would be, first, the angular 
houses, and then the succedent houses. The cadent houses were the 
bad houses, although 6th and 12th were worse than 3rd and 9th.

“2. Venus in the Radix in the dignities of Jupiter, and Jupiter in the 
dignities of Venus in the Revolution, discerns many pleasures and 
delights with Women, and sometimes it portends Matrimony in that 
year; and Venus in the Revolution in the place of Jupiter in the 
Radix, denotes the same.
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Gadbury's Rules #2

“3. The Lord of the Radix, and Revolution in the seventh House, the 
Ascendant in the radical place of Venus, and the Lord of the seventh 
(by [primary] Direction) to the Lord of the Ascendant; all these are 
ample Testimonies of Marriage in that year unto the Native, if 
capable.

“4. When Jupiter, Venus and Moon, or Fortuna, shall be in the seventh 
House, it shews a propensity in the Native to marriage in that year. 
The Lord of the seventh with Jupiter, Venus or Lord of the 
Ascendant, the same.
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Gadbury's Rules #3

“5. The Ascendant of the Revolution, the radical place of Venus; 
Venus in a Revolution in her own dignities; Venus in Conjunction of 
Moon in the dignities of Jupiter; all these denote marriage, or a great 
propensity thereunto in the Native that year.

“6. If Venus in a Revolutional Figure, the Moon, and Lord of the 
seventh House shall be free from the afflictions of the Infortunes, 
and strong and potent, by reason of their accidental and essential 
positions; it discerns the good state of the Native’s Wife in that year.
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Gadbury's Rules #4

“7. Venus occidental of the Sun in the Revolutions, and in conjunction 
of unfortunate Stars, or in their evil Aspect, threatens the death of 
the Native’s Wife or Sweet-heart in that year.

“8. If in a Revolution Venus shall be afflicted of the South Node, the 
Wife of the Native will be subject to many infirmities of Body and 
Mind; she may also prove Meretricious.

“9. Mercury in opposition to the seventh House of a Revolution, 
signifies great danger of the Natives Wife in that year; and manifest 
mischief to the Natives publick Enemies.
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Gadbury's Rules #5

“10. The Moon and Venus, or Lord of the seventh House of a 
Revolution in evil Aspect of Saturn or Mars, denotes much evil to 
the Wife of the Native in that year.

“11. If Saturn being in the seventh House of a Nativity, shall be found 
in the seventh of a Revolution, it threatens the death of the Natives 
Wife in that year. Mars and the Dragon’s Tayl so posited, doth 
denote little less.

“12. Saturn or Mars evilly posited in the seventh or fourth Houses of a 
Revolution, threatens death to the Natives Wife. The Lord of the 
seventh infortunated of Saturn or Mars, Sine auxilio Jovus, without 
the friendly Beams of Jove, denoted very much evil unto the Natives 
Wife; but not death. 34 / 59 

Gadbury's Rules #6

“13. Mercury afflicted of the Malevolents in the seventh House of a 
Revolution, portends much hurt to the Natives Wife. But Venus 
afflicted in a Revolution, always denotes evil unto the Wife. The 
like of Moon.

“14. The Lord of the seventh Combust in the fourth, or any other way 
infortunated, denotes much danger unto the life of the Natives Wife. 
If Combust in the second or eighth, judge the same.

“15. The Moon and Venus in the seventh House, in a watry Signe with 
Mars, or in a Quartile or Opposition of him, denotes evil to befal the 
Mother or Wife of the Native in that year. Venus and the Moon in 
the Ascendant, in Opposition or Quartile of Saturn, denotes the 
same.
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Gadbury's Rules #7

“16. When Venus, the seventh House, and Lord of the seventh, and 
the Moon shall in a Revolution be free from the Malignity of the 
Infortunes, the Wife of the Native will live free from any of the 
before-named evils.

“17. For the private Enemies of the Native, observe this general rule: 
If the Lord of the Ascendant or Moon shall be afflicted by the 
Quartile or Opposition of the Lord of the seventh, the Native in that 
year shall be mischiefed by his private Enemies; chiefly if the Lord 
of the seventh be better fortified then the Lord of the Ascendant: but 
if the Lord of the Ascendant be strongest, the Native shall overcome 
his Enemies.” 
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Gadbury Reference

Gadbury, John. Genethlialogia, or, the Doctrine of 
Nativities Containing the Whole Art of Directions and 
Annual Revolutions, Whereby Any Man (Even of an 
Ordinary Capacity) May Be Enabled to Discover the 
Most Remarkable and Occult Accidents of His Life ... : 
Also Tables for Calculating the Planets Places for Any 
Time, Either Past, Present, or to Come : Together with 
the Doctrine of Horarie Questions, Which (in the 
Absence of a Nativity) Is Sufficient to Inform Any One of 
All Manner of Contingencies Necessary to Be Known. 
Printed for William Miller ... London, 1661, pp 226-227.
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And the Reason is...

The logic we have just gone through for solar 
returns presents us with two frameworks.

First, a logic for potentially using on any 
dynamic system to examine relationship 
windows

Second, an example of a “usual suspects” 
analysis, which gives a pattern to use for 
any type of question.
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Group Exercise

We are going to study Mary and Percy 
Shelley in two years: the year of their 
marriage, and the year of Percy's death.

Each group will be assigned to examine the 
relationship dynamics using one common 
system of dynamic analysis, and in 
applying Gadbury's rules.
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Relationship Horaries
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Relationship Electional
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Driving Philosophies for Electional

Only limited time slots are available. An 
election picks best option.
Transits provide a model of the result. 
Election looks like desired outcome.
Transits are used to recapitulate the birth 
chart. A date is picked that shows a natal 
signature that needs fortifying or 
emphasizing, but election must still look 
like desired result
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Successful Electionals

Electional must look like the desired event
Components of the astrological model must 
be prioritized
An appropriate event must be chosen
The event must be real
The event must happen at an appropriate 
time
The astrologer needs some skill in working 
the ephemeris 52 / 59 

Chart looks like desired Event

The 1st House is the event, and its Ruler, the 
subject of the event
Not all electionals should look alike
The electional may need to tie to the natal 
chart(s) of the main player(s)
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Astrological Model prioritized:

The specifics of the type of electional
The Moon's condition
The Moon phase
The Planetary Hour and Day
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Choosing an Appropriate Event

Many “events” are actually part of a stream of events.
Not all events within such a stream are equal.
Not all events are under the control of any one party to 

them. Hence, not all events are electable.
It's important to remember in signing contracts that 

the last signature makes the contract valid, and so 
this is the correct time.

Ideally, events elected are the more permanent 
components of an electional stream.
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Real Events

While it may be appropriate to elect the time 
for the beginnings of rites or invocations, 
events themselves are preferred to 
ceremonies regarding events.

The best event is often the one most like the 
ultimate goal.
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Elected Marriage Notes

Moon in Cancer is applying to a trine to the Sun
Moon renders Jupiter's retrogradation
Mars in Aries rules Ascendant; Venus in Pisces 

rules the 2nd  
Moon rules the 5th house: there's a lot of fertility 

here, but also good sex
"Enemies" are Venus: dignified, but not in a 

position to do damage by being Cadent
Ruler of the 10th in the 2nd, so honor brings 

remuneration


